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INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has become possible to

supracompress (overdrive) detonating solid exploGives to
pressures exceeding their self-sustaining Chapman-

Jouguet (CJ) pressures by impacting them with gas-gun
accelerated flyer plates at velocities of several millimeters
per microsecond. In previous studies, l-4 subnanosecond
time response pins were used to measure shock transit
times (shock velocities) in the samples. From the flyer
shocl Hugoniot and measured velocity, th! particle
velocity in the supracompressed wave could also be
determined. Pressure-volume and shock velocitv-Darticle
vetocity relationships were determined for several'
explosives at pressures from just exceeding CJ pressure
to approximately 110 CPa. Hydrodynamic computer
code calculations showed that th! ,ones-Wilkins-be
0WL) equations of state which accurately calolate
product states below the CJ state do not, in general, agree
with the supracompression data. Tarver5 suggested that
this discrepancy is due to relatively slow exothermic
reactions, such as diffusion contlolled solid carbon
coagulation into complex structures (graphite, diamond,
etc.) which can directly affect the shock front velocity in
piston supported waves but only gradually affect the
propagation of self-sustaining detonation waves.
Supracompression and detonation experiments on PETN,
which produces little or no solid carbon in its detonation

r york performed under the auspices of  the U.5.  0eDartn!nt of  tnergy
r7405-t | tc-48.

products, have shown that one JWL equation of state can
accurately calcrlate all of the available data up to 80
GPa.2J A great deal of theoretical and experimental
research on the amounts and states of solid carbon
produ!!d by detonating under oxidized solid explosives
has recently been reported.Gg Reactive flow
hydrodynamic computer models of the Zeldovich-von
Neumann-Doering (ZVD) structure of detonation waves
in which a fast exothermic reaction is followed by a
slower one to the Chapman-Jouguet (Cf) state have
accurately simulated a great deal of Fabry-Perot laser
interferometric particle velocity history data on
detonatinS HMX-, TAT&, and TNT-based explosives.l0
These calculations also resulted in detonation reaction
zone structures similar to those predicted theoreticallv bv
Fickettl I for multireaction sequences.

Although slow carbon condensation reactions appear
to explain the shock and particle velocities measured in
supracompression experiments, the structures of the
reaction zones in these waves could theoreticallv be ouite
complex, as illustrated in Fig. I of the pressure ipecific
volume plane. Curve X in Fig. I represents the unreacted
explosive Hugoniot, curve P1 the incompletely
equilibrated reaction products Hugoniot, and curve P2

the completely equilibrated reaction products Hugoniot.
Curve P2 is drawn to the right of curve Pl to represent an
exothermic process, such as C1, C2, C3, etc. magulating
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Nanosecond time resolved particle velocity histories of supracornpressed detonation
waves in TNT-, TATB-, and HMX-based explocives are measured using a VISAR laser
velocimeter and calolated using the ignition and growth reactive flow hydrod)mamic
computer code model. The Zeldovich-von Neumann-Doering (Z}JD) detonation wave
struchrre is observed at pressures more thar twice the s!lf-sustaining detonation wave
pressure. TNT and TATB exhibited a fast reaction which lib!rates approximately 80%
of the total available exoth!rmicity within 50 ns, followed by a slower reaction which
lasts another 100-200 ns. These reaction rates are not strongly dependent on the initial
shock pressure. The slower reaction is attributed to diffusion controued solid carbon
coagulation. The ignition and growth model using a Z{D type modet with a fast
reaction preceding a slower reaction to the fully reacted product state accurately
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FIGURE 1. PRESSURE-SPECIFIC VOLUME
RELATIONSHIPS FOR SUPRACOMPRESSED
DETONATION WAVES.

into long chains of C60 or greater. For a CJ self-sustaining
detonation wave, the chemical reaction proceeds from

the von Neumann spike state S in Fig. I along Rayleigh
line D to state CJ, where the relatively fast exothermic
chain reactions which produce vibrationally excited
diatomic and triatomic fluid molecules (N2, H2, CO2 CO,
etc.) are completed.l2 Slow exothermic reactions cause
the end state of the reaction zone to eventually reach the
lower pressure complete equilibration state CJ in Fig. 

'l.

The approach to a steady state CJ detonation for this type
of energy release has been discussed by Fickkett.l3
Rayl!igh lines l, 2, and 3 in Fig. I represent
supracompressed waves supported by pistons at
velocities and pressures exceeding the self-sustaining CJ
values. Sinc! the entire reaction zone is subsonic at thes!
velocities, the effects of the slow reaction can modify the
leading shock front and states along curve P2 should be
reached from spike states Sl, 52, and 53. As long as the
uffeactd Hugoniot curves X lies to the left of curves Pl
and P2, the measured reaction zone structure will show
decreasing particle velocities and pressures such as from
state Sl through curves P'l to curve P2 on Rayleigh line I
in Fig. 1. Should the unreacted Hugoniot be less
compressible than the product Hugoniots at very high
pressures, measured reaction zone structures may show
the effects crossinB (or mcrging) Hugoniots for statcs
such as 52 and 53 in Fig. L

The main purposes of this paper are to measure and

hydrodynamically model the reaction zones of supra-

compressed detonation waves in solid explosives

containing TNT, TATB, and HMX. The exPeriments and

the reactive flow computer models are briefly described

and then the comparison of results is presented.

EXPERIMENTS

The reaction zone structures of supracompressed

detonation waves were measured by the laser

inteferometric techniques VISAR and Fabry-Perot. The

VISAR technique was used on most experiments because

it currently has a greater time resolution (approimately

2 ns) and velocity resolution (1G-15 m/s) than Fabry-

Perot. Plane shock waves were sent through thin

explosive samples by accelerating 3 mm thick aluminum

plates in the LLNL two-stage light gas gun. The

explosive samples were 25 mm in diameter and 2 or 3
mm thick. A 5 mm thick LiF window was attached to the

rear of the explosive sampl! with a 4000 A gold layer

evaporated onto the LiF to provide a specularly reflective
surface for the laser interferometer at the explosive/LiF
interface. In some exp!riments, a 0.5 mm thick buffer
plate of magnesium alloy AZ3t B was placed between the

explosive and the LiF window to protect the reflective

interface from the threedimensional irregularities of the

leading shock front.l2 Thus the average interface velocity
histories between the explosive and [jF or the

magnesium and LiF were measured for approximately
500 ns. Table 1 lists the fourteen shots (13 using VISAR
and one (BGol) using Fabry-Perot) fired at various flyer
plate velocities into TNT, LX-17 (92.57o T ATB,75% KelF),
PBX 9404, and RX-26-AF (essentially half TATB and half

HMX in an estane binder). The details of the

experimental techniques (VISAR, pins, fiber optics, data
recording, data analysis, etc.) were recently report!d in a

companion paper.l4

REACTIVE FLOW MODELINC

A reactive flow hydrodynamic computer code model
consists of: an unreacted explosive equation of state, a
reaction product equation of state, a reaction rate law that
governs the chemical conversion of explosive molecules
to reaction product molecules, and a set of mixture
equations to describe the states attained as the reactions
pr()ceed. The unreacted equation of state is normalized
to shock Hugoniot and von Neumann spike state

detonation data. The reaction product equation of state
in normalized to expansion data, such as that obtained in
a cylinder test. The reaction rates are inf('rred fronl
embedded gauge and/or laser interferonretric



TABLE 1. TWO-STAGE GUN SUPRACOMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS
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measurements of pressure and/or particle velocity
histories. The ignition and growth reactive flow model
has been normalized to a great deal of such one and two

dimensional shock initiation and self-sustaining
detonation wave propagation data.rt20 h this reactive
flow formulation, the unreacted and product equations of
state are both JWL (i.e., Gruneisen) forms

, , 4  ' r

p = 4s-Rrv * 6.-R2v * 
---!Ja 

0)

where p is pressure, V is relative volume, T is
temperature, and A, B, Rl, Rz (l) (the Gruneisen
coefficient), and Cv (the average heat capacity) are

constants. The ignition and growth reaction rate law is of
the form:

AF- = l ( l  -  F ) D  ( p /  p 0  -  1 - a ) x
ot

+Gr(1 - F)cFaPy + C2 (1 - F)eF8pz (2)

where F is the fraction reacted, t is time, p6 is initial
density, p is current density, p is pressure in Mbars, and
l, Gt Gz, b, x, a, c, d, y, e, g, and z are constants. The fi rst
term in equation (2) controls the initial rate of reaction
ignited during shock compression and is limited to
fraction reacted F < Figmax. The second term in equation
(2) is used to simulate the relatively slow growth of hot
spot reactions during low pressure shock initiation
calculations and the third term is used to rapidly
comDlete the shock to detonation kansition in those
calculations.l5 However, detonation is a fundamentally

different process frorn shock initiation and thus must be
modeled differently. Recent Fabry-Perot experiments
and reactive flow cilculationsl0 have demonstrated the
previously mentioned fast exothermic reaction followed

by a slower exothermic reaction. Therefore, for

detonation modeling, the second term in equation (2)

represents the fast reaction following ignition up to its
limiting value F < Fc1yp1. The third term is then used to

simulate the slow (carbon coagulation) reaction. Table 2
contains the equations of state and reaction rate

parameters used for the four explosives studied in this
paper. Numbers in parentheses in Table 2 are
alternatives used to study the effects of equation of state
or reaction rate changes on the simulation of an

exPenmenr.

Since the entire supracompression experiment must
be accurately modeled with fine zoning (usually 100 or
200 zones per millimeter in the explosive) to obtain
nanosecond resolution, the equations of state used for the
inert materials are also extremely important. Table 3 lists

the Gruneisen form and parameters used for aluminum,
steel, magnesium (AZ31B) and LiF in the calculations.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS

AND CALCULATIONS

1} SUPRACOMPRESSED DETONATING TNT

Six experiments (five VISAR and one Fabry-Perot)

were done using TNT impacted at various velocities

ranging from 2.849 km/s which results in a pressure just

3



TABLE 2. PARAMETERS FOR IGNITION AND GROWTH CALCULATTONS

PBX9404 RX-25-AF

Unreacted Equations of Stat!

pe Q/cC)
A (Mbrrs)

B (Mbars)

R1

R2

Cv (Mbars/K)

To(K)

1.645

77r.01 @2.571
-0.03745 (-{.03509)

9.8(9.0)

o.eE (0.9)

0.5547 (0.5533)

2.7172 >< tFs
298

1.903

778.1 (.587.251(469.76t

-.0.0503r ({.043x-0.038s)

11.3

1.3

0.8938

2.48709 x 10-s
298

1.843

9522.
-.0.05944

74.7

1.41

0.8867

2.78! x l}-s
29E

1.836

2071.
-{.05204

12.4

7.24

0.9451

2.4063 x lo-s

298
Reaction Producl Equations of State

D(mn4s)
Pqy (Mb s)
A (Mbars)

B (Mbars)

R1

R2

o)

Cv (MbaE/K)

6,930
0.r80

3it.94E89

o.82162
8.3

2.8

0.6

1 x l(Fs
0.058

7.596

0.250
43.42773

7.9456/t
8.5

3.28

0.6

1 x 10-s

0.07

8.800
0.370 (0.340)

8.524 (41.8548)

0.1802 (1.25s3)

4.6 0,7't

1.3 (2.4)

0.38 (0.38)

1 x l0-5

0.102

E.239
0.325 (0.300)

8.018 (31.34582)

0.s264(t.717391
5.0 (7.s)

2.r (2.41

0.34 (0.34)

I x 10-5
0.085

I (;rs-r)

b
a

I

Gt (Mbatrl us-l)
c

d

v
G2 (Mbars-z prr)

e

8
z
Figmar

50.0

0.67

0.0

4.0

360.0

1.00

0.667
t2

4.0 x 105

0.667

0.22

7.0

48.0

0.1u
0.111

1.0

500.0

1.0
1.0

3,0
0.0232 (0.5)

0.85

7,43 x 10rr

0.6?

0.0

20.0

3.1

o.667

0.111
1.0

400.0

0.333

1,0

2.0
0.3

0.5

14.0

0.67

0.0
4.0

488.0

o.567

0.333

2,O

500.0

0.222
o.667

3.0
0.05

0.5

above CJ, to 6.084 km/s, which results in a pressur! more
than twice CJ. The ignition and growth reactive flow
model parameters for TNT in Table 2 provide good
simulations of Fabry-Perotl0 and ORVISIS particle
velocity histories measured on self-sustaining detonation
waves. The reaction product equation of state for TNT in
Table 2 has a lower CJ pressure (18 Gpa) than is normally
used (19-21 GPa) so that the overall cylinder test energy
plus the previo$ly measured supracompression stat;il

can be accurately calculated. Figure 2 shows the
experimental VISAR record for the lowest velocity shot
EG06 plus the ignition and growth reactive flow
calculation. The rneasured peak velocity is very
accurately simulated by thecalculation which assumes
that only 3% of th! reaction occurs promptly during
shock compression (Figmax = 0.03 in Table 2) to thc state
predicted by the unreacted Hugoniot based on R1 = 9.6
and R2 = 0.98 that was normalized to von Neumann

+



p = p0c2 p h + 0 -^to I 2l p - ar2 pzl/[a - ts - r) p] + (10 + a[) E

where p is pressure, po is density. c is the intercept of the shock velocity-particle velocity curve, S is thc
slope of the shock velocity-padicle velocity curve p. = 6 + sup, )b is th! Gruneisen coefficient, a is the
ftst order volume coEection to }b, and p is the telative cornpression-

Material po c (mm/ps) S ')b a

Alurninum 2.773

Steel 7.90

Magnesium (AX31B) 7.78

LiF 2.638

5.24

4.57

4.52

5.15

1.400
1.490
"t.242

1.350

1.97

1,93

1.54

1,69

0.48

0.5

0.33

0.34

TABLE 3. GRUNEISEN TIONS OF STATE FOR INERT MATERIALS

spike states for self-sustaining detonation waves. Figure

2 clearly demonstrates that approximately 807o of the

chemical energy is released in the first 50-70 ns while the

remaining 2070 of the energy is released over the next 70-

80 ns or more. The leaction rates listed for TNT in Table

2 simulate this experiment very closely, although the

reaction product equation of state predicts a final particle

velocity that is 1.570 lower than expeliment. Other

product JWL equations of state (particularly those with

19-20 GPa CJ pressures) predict this final velocity

!xactly, but do not calculate correct final velocities at

higher pressures. The product fWL in Table 2 is one of

the best overall fits to all of the available detonation and

supracompression final particle velocity data for TNT.

Figure 3 shows the Fabry-Perot record from shot
BG01 which lasted approximately 1800 ns. Also shown
in Fig. 3 is the reactive flow calculation which closely
agrees with the measured initial velocity and reaction
zone sEucture and then lies near the lowest velocities of
the noisy Fabry-Perot record for times of 100-1300 ns.
The calculated arlival time of the reflected shock from the
steel flyer plate-explosive products interface at -1300 ns

is -150 ns earlier than the measured arrival at 1450 ns.
This experimental arival time can in principle be used to
determine the average sound velocity in the
supracompressed products. Figures 2 and 3 also
demonstrate the agreement between the VISAR and
Fabry-Perot techniques and the usefulness of VISAR for
accuracy over the first 500 ns and of Fabry-Perot for
obtaining longer records.

Figure 4 contains the VISAR record from shot EC07
in which the aluminum impacted TNT at 4.167 km/s and

the corresponding reactive flow calculation. Again the

spike state and reaction zone profile to 140 ns are
accurately simulated. For this case the calculated final
particle velocity is high by 1% or less. FiSure 5 shows the

VISAR record and calculation for shot EG04 which had a
slightly higher flyer velocity than shot EG07. This
experimental record lasted only 200 ns and contained an
unusual increase in particle velocity from 60 to 140 ns.
The calculated spike velocity and final product velocity
agree excellently with expeliment but the calolated
reaction zone width appears to be too narrow.

The TNT VISAR records imply that the overall
reaction zone length in TNT does not decrease with

increasing pressure, while the reactive flow model does
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predict faster reactions at higher Pressures by using an

exponent of 1.2 in the Pressure dePendent second term in

equation (2).

Figure 6 contains the VISAR record for shot EC09
which included 0.5 mm of magnsium alloy between the
TNT and LiF. Also shown in Fig. 6 are two reactive flow
calculations: one used the normal Rl = 9.8, R2 = 0.9E
unreacted Hugoniot and the other used a more
compressible R1 = 9.0, Rz = 0.9 unreacted HuSoniot
which results in a higher spike velocity. The calculated
TNT reaction is complete in 80 ns at this input pressure
but both calculations are approximately 2% lower than
the experimental record, which contains thre! distinci
regions of constant partide velocity lasting over 100 ns.

Figure 7 shows the WSAR record for the highest
pressure TNT experiment and two reactive flow
calculations with the Rt = 9.8 and Rl = 9.0 unreacted
equations of state listed Tabl! 2. Although this VISAR
record lasts only 80 ns, it does show a maximum in
particle velocity not at the shock front but 20 ns later.
This VISAR record is very similar to state 53 of Fig. I in
which the unreacted Hugoniot X and complete
equilibrium Hugoniot P2 lie to the right of the partially
reacted Hugoniot P1. The R1 = 9.8 unreacted equation of
state spikc state is quite low at these extremely high
pressures, and the more compressible Rt = 9.0 unreacted
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equation of state spike state is slightly high. The
predicted time for crmplete reaction of 50 ns is too fast
but the product equation of state pr!dicts the correct final

Partide velocity.

An overall comparison of the six experiments and the
various reactive flow calculations for TNT yields the
results that the unreacted equation of state from
detonation experiments is not compr!ssible enough at
very high pressures, the experimental reaction rates are
less dep!ndent upon pressure than the model assumes,
and that the product equation of state, while not perfect,
agrees on the average with the experimentally
determined final particle velocities.

2) SUPRACOMPRESSED DETONATING LX.17

As for TNT, the reaction product equation of state
listed for LX-17 in Table 2 has a lower CJ pressure (25

GPa) than is normally used (27.i-30 GPa) to match the
available supracompression datal plus the cylinder test
energy. Both the TNT and LX-17 product equation of
state use higher values of R1 , R2 and <o than older JWL
cylinder test fits to provide better descriptions of the high
pressure (>10 GPa) regirne while still matching the
overall energy delivered in the cylinder test. The
unreacted LX-17 equation of state and reaction rate
parameters in Table 2 yield good agreement with self-
sustaining detonation reaction zone measurements.l0
Figute 8 contains the MSAR record from shot EG19, the
lowest impact velocity experiment on [X-12 and the
corresponding reactive flow calculation. The calculated
spike and reaction rate agree closely with the VISAR
record and, as in TNT, approximately 75% of the reaction
occurs in the first 5G-60 ns, while th! remainder takes at
least 200 additional ns. The product equation of state
overestimates the final velocity by 1.5-2% but does
correctly calculate the arrival of the shock reflected hom
the aluminum piston-Lx-17 interfac! back at the LX-17-
LiF interfac!. Figure 9 shows the VISAR !xperimental
record from shot 8G13, which had a slightly higher
impact velocity artd a 0.5 mm magnesium alloy buffer,
plus the corr!sponding calculation. The magnesium
buffer again adds a great deal of sbucture to the
experimental record that is not as yet totally understood.
The calculated peak pressure is high and the velocity
history for the 100 ns s!ems to have a different shape
than the VISAR record, but the calolation is generally
less than 17o high from 40 to 400 ns.

At higher impact pressures, the LX-17 unreacted
equation of state is stiffer than the VISAR records imply,
as shown in Fig. 10 for shot EG05. The calculated spike is
considerably lower than the VISAR record and causes the
whole velocity history to be low, although the final
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velocity from the product equation of state is less than
17o below the experimental record when it !nds at 300 ns.
Figure 10 also indudes a reactive flow calculation using a
more compressible unreacted equation of state, which in
this case was obtained by decreasing A and increasing B
in equation (1) while leaving Rr, and R2 unchanged.
Similar calculations are shown in Fig. 1l for shot EGl2,
the Nghest impact velocity experiment on LX-17. The

normal reactive flow calculation again results in an initial
velocity that is well below the experimental VISAR
record. It then predicts a reaction zone of increasing
velocity of approximately 60 ns to a final product velocity
that is less than 17o lower than the VISAR record. The
product equation of state also accurately predicts the
reflected shock arrival at 270 ns and the subsequent
rarefaction proc!sses. Two other reactive calculations of
shot EG12 are also shown in Fig. l1 to illustrate how the
initial velocity can be raised. One calculation, similar to
the ones shown in Figs. 6,7, and 10, uses a more
compressible unreacted Hugoniot (by lowering A and
raising B) and still allowing only 2.327o of the LX-17 to
react during shock compression. ln this particular
calculation, the reaction rates and mixture algorithm
cteate a minimum in particle velocity at approximately 15
ns, although the spike and final product states are close
to the VISAR re!ord, which is essentially flat or slightly
inceasing fror 270 ns. The other calculation allows 50% of
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the LX-17 to react during shock compression which raises
the initial velocity approximately half way to the reaction
product equation of state. It is not yet knourn how much
chemical reaction can actually occur within 2 ns (the
VISAR time resolution) of the passage of the
multidimensional leading shoc-k front as a function of
impact pressure. Obviously, if atl of the LX-17 had
reacted in less than 2 ns in shot EG12, the VISAR record
would be nat. Howeve!, this is considered unlikely since
the three other supracompressed LX-l7 VISAR records
exhibit reaction zones not much shorte! than those
measured at detonation (250-300 ns) and since the non-
equilibrium ZND model for mndensed explosivesl2
predicts finite reaction times even at these extreme shock
pressures and temperatures.

3} SUPRACOMPRESSED DETONATTNG PBX q4O4

Two shots were fired using PBX 9404, shot EG14
being slightly above the CJ pressur! and shot EGl5 at a
much higher velocity. Due to the complex three.
dimensional structure of the HMX detonation wave front,
0.5 mm of magnesium had to be used to prctect the LiF
crystal. Thus the main reaction zone structure, which is
only 2G-30 ns for detonating PBX 9404,10 is obsured in
these experiments. Figure 12 shows the VISAR record
from shot EG14 and two reactive flow calculations, one

1m 2N 300

Time (ns)

FIGURE 12. PBX 9404 SUPRACOMPRESSION
EXPERIMENT EG14 ALUMINUM FLYER IMPACT
VELOCIfi = 4.15a KWS.

using the standard 37 GPa CJ pressure JWL product
equation of state and another using the 34 CPa CJ
pressure ]WL product equation of state that accurately
calculates the shock velocity-particle velocity
supracompression data.l,4 The 34 GPa equation of state
was expected to more closely simulate the reaction
product state and appears to in Fig. 12, although the
difference between the two calculations is not large. The
initial calculated velocities agree with the VISAR record
in Fig. 12 but the magnesium plate agah seems to ceate
a great deal of nois! and/or reflected wave structure in
the I'ISAR record. Figue 13 shows the higher velocity
shot EG15 and the two leactive flow calculations. Again
the calculated initial velocities seem accurate, but the 37
GPa product equation of state agrees more closely with
the VISAR record than the 34 GPa calculation, except
perhaps in the timing of rarefaction waves and reflected
shock waves. More experiments at intermediate
pressures are required to resolve this dilemma.

4) SUPRACOMPRESSED DETONATING RX-25-AF

Two shots, one iust above Cf conditions and one at
very high velocity, were also fired for RX-26-AF, which
had previously been modeled2o using HMX reaction
rates for the first 5070 leacted and TATB reaction rates for
the last 5070 reacted. The original JWL ploduct equation
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of state in Table 2 has a CJ pressure of 32.5 GPa, while the
alternate equation of state listed in parcntheses h Table 2
has a CJ pressure of 30 GPa and more dosely agre6 with
previous supracompression shock velocity data.l Figure
14 shows the VISAR record for shot EG16 and two
reactive flow calculations, one using the 32.5 GPa CJ
pressure equation of state and one using the 30 CPa CJ
pressure equation of state. The calolated spike is
approximately 3% high, but the t(X-26AF unreacted
equation of state is not normalized to as much Fabry-
Perot data for self-sustaining detonations as are the other
unreacted equations of state. The 32.5 GPa product
equation of state appears to agree slightly better with
most of the VISAR record than the 30 GPa equation of
state. At the higher pressures of shot EGlT in Fig. 15, the
reverse appears to be true with the 30 GPa CJ pressure
equation being closer to experiment, except in th! timing
of the reflected shock arrival. More experiments at

intermediate pressures are also required for
understanding supracompressed detonating RX-26-AF.
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coNclUsroNs

The supracompression VISAR experiments and
reactive flow calcrrlations presented in this paper have
resolved the reaction zone structure of detonating TNT
and TATB explosives at severa.l pressur6 above their
normal CJ pressures. Obviously additional VISAR
experiments are required to fully study these sFuctures
as functions of shock pressure and temperature. The
"unreacled" explosive equation of state appears to be
more compressible at very high prestures than predicted
by the fWL equations of state fitd to low presure
Hugoniot and self-sustaining detonltion von Neumann
spike data. This problem may be solvable if a more
complex equation of state form (perhaps, U5 = 3 .r 6uo *
cup2 +. .) is used to describe the unreacted explosive.'
However, this issue is complicated by the lack of
knowledge of the fraction of the explosive that reacts
within the first 2 ns after shock arrival as a function of
input pressure. The greater the fraction reacted, the
further the initial velocity measurement will be from the
true unreacted Hugoniot.

Extrapolation of the self-sustaining detonation
reaction rates to these supracompressed states was
succ!ssful to first order, but the measured reaction rat6
were less sensitive to pressure than the rates calculatd
by the pressure dependent ignition and growth model.
This is most likely because the supracompressed shock
temperatures, which actually mntrol the initial fast
reactions, are not much higher than the temperatures
reached in various regions of the complex, three
dimensional multishock interaction Drocess that controls
self-sustaining detonation. Additionally, the rate of the
relatively slow diffusion controlled carbon coagulation
process is un[kely to be a strong function of pressure or
temperature. More supracompression experiments plus
a nanosecond time resolution technique for measuring
shock temperatures under these conditions are required
for more complete understanding of these global reaction
rates.

As demonshated by the expelimental-calculational
comparisons, the supracompressed wave structures can
be calculated to within l70 in velocity with the curent
rate laws and equations of state. The reaction product
equation of state can also be improved by comparison
with more supracompression data and with
thermodynamic chemical equilibrium code predictions of
th!s! high pressure states. As for the unreacted equation
of state, the reaction product equation of state may have
to be more complicated than th! JWL form currently
used. The ability to use nanosecond time resolution
techniques, such as VISAR, in the supracompression

regime c!rtatrly oper$ many avenues to the
understanding of ultra high pressure and temperature
reaction rat6 and eouations of state.
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